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Dear Readers,

Hellow & welcome on the webportal of Research Journey Multidisciplinary

International E-Research Journal. Now you are reading ‘Research Journey’s 2nd Issue of the

2nd vollume. Twelve different articles have been included in this issue.

First two articles have written by Dr. Vinod Gorwadkar. In the first article he has focused

on ‘LAVANI’ the ancient-medieval form of Marathi Poetry. And in his second article, he has

presented his research on Samarth Ramdas, medieval saint poet. Both articles are very

knowledgebale and intresting. In the third article of the issue, Dr. Rekha Gajare has researched

on eminent Hindi Poetess Anamika. She has criticized Anamika’s poetry with feminist view. Dr.

Sunil Kulkarni, Head, Department of Hindi, North Maharashtra University and his student Mr.

Gajajnan Wankhede have written jointly their research paper on 21st Centuries Dalit sensation

which is reflected in Dalit poetess’s poetry. They concluded their paper with following

statement-“Dalit poetry has been written for the demand of humanitarianism. Dalit poetry is

based on equality, fraternity, mercy and lead to build humanistic world.” In the next article Dr.

Rekha Gajare has adopted Feministic way to criticize the novels on Aborigine Culture which has

known in Hindi Literature as ‘ADIVASI UPANYAS’. She has focused on struggele done by the

Adiwasi women. In the next article Dr. Sunil Kulkarni has criticized Hindi poetry contribution

‘DAMAN’. In the next article Dr. K. P. Sarode has presented his research on ‘World Recession

and Indian Economy’. He has focused on the role of American companies in Indian economy

and affected Indian culture due to these companies. Prof. Sanjay Shelar has presented his

research paper on ‘History of Maharashtra Regional Congress’. Prof. Tushar Mali has written his

paper on ‘Ambitions of The Students of Jr. College in Shirpur Tehsil of Dhule District in

Maharashtra.’ Dr. K. P. Sarode has concentrated on ‘Women Empowernment’ in his second

paper of the issue. Dr. Sarode has to hold responcible women’s subsidiary position in the society
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for womens’s incapability and poverty of rural India. Dr. K. R. Udmale has presented his

innovation about ‘Innovative Entrepreneurship’. Dr. Udmale has stated clearly that

“entrepreneur is himself an innovator, who introduces something new in the economy.

Entrepreneurs are looking for ways to encourage and faster creativity and innovation.” I think

Dr. Udmale has followed successfully this assumption and concluded also with this final finding

statement. In the last article Prof. Mriudula Mahajan has researched on ‘Suicidal Tendencies

amongst Adolescents’. In the end of the article Mrs. Mahajan has highlighted the major reasons

of this tendancies and suggested appropriate sollutions of the problem. I think the statements

done by the Mrs. Mahajan –“Suicide is never a solution to any problem.” And “Giving an

adolescent the chance to open up and talk about his or her feelings will help relieve some of the

distress of those intense emotions, and make that person feel less alone” are very important.

I just tried to introduce articles which have been included in this issue. Now the issue is

before you. So please you decide the quality and send your valuable comments to us. Our peer

referees and hardworking editors have taken great effort and touched the content gently. The

pattern and perspective is that of the respective authors alone, and they are responsible for the

views and versions in their papers.

We are here, to make the ‘Research Journey’ the best among equals. Your academic

cooperation and constructive valluable suggestion(s) - solicited.

Happy reading!

With Great Regards!

- Guest Editor


